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About This Game

EscapeVR: Trapped Above the Clouds is an 'Escape The Room' genre game which was inspired by real-life escape games
and written from the ground up as a room-scale virtual reality experience.

'Trapped Above the Clouds' is the second installment of the EscapeVR series. It is longer, larger, and more challenging than the
first game, EscapeVR: The Basement.

Your Mission

You find yourself trapped above the clouds - in a wardrobe of a mile high building which is still partly under construction.
Can you escape? Not everything seems to be working as expected. You might just have to do some construction work yourself,

or even nick some equipment from the canceled base jump event on the roof...

Explore the environment, solve puzzles, dare to do some crazy stuff, investigate clues, and find your way through a total of 3
large areas to -hopefully- escape the penthouse of this VR escape room game.

Features

Explore three distinct areas with a total of over 800 square meters, and more than 250 items to interact with.
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The game is designed for room scale and features a teleporting system.

In case you get stuck, a built-in hint system provides you with clues. You’ll also get in-game statistics about your
performance, and there are Steam achievements to unlock!

Will you take on the challenge?
Will you manage to escape - above the clouds?

Also available for VR Arcades via SpringboardVR.
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Title: EscapeVR: Trapped Above the Clouds
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Five Mind Creations, Sourcenity
Publisher:
Five Mind Creations
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later, 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 29

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,French,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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Great game for low price. I have 1, 2, 3, and 6 and finished them all and got over 100 hours of enjoyment for under $10 for all
4 on sale. Warning for those like myself who bought it thinking it was a city builder. It's more of a puzzle game but still
enjoyable. Very chaallenging if you want those 3 stars.. This game legitimately sucks, like beyond belief. I made the mistake of
starting fresh to play with a group of friends and we spent 30 minutes just trying to get a start and were barely able to meet up
without constant animal spawns literally violently shoving you against the ground and asserting their dominance over your cold
dead corpse. You finally get a good start up but half the game is trying to find RNG lootsacks that are scattered everywhere and
are so incredibly tedious that it's ridiculous, not mentioning that the ones you need are probably guarded by a bunch of ferocious
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 unity animals everywhere that attack in 360s while gaining strength as they devour
you. The games just a broken tedious mess, although it had or perhaps still has the potential to actually become good, it's
weighed down by bad developmental decisions. Start me and my friends together, lose the lootsacks and figure out some other
way of incorporating what they drop, and seriously fix the animals.. For whatever reason, using Mirei and Mamori in story mode
either leads to infinite "Now Loading" into the stage, or out of the stage for the 2 times I did manage to play a stage with the
pair.

+1 for all the costuming options though.. Dull and disappointing. Another lazy and half-created game by cyanide. They make it
pretty enough to sell, then stop doing anything more to make it enjoyable or playable. Unfortunately back when this was
released you couldn't get refunds.. Alright, alright. Here's a review from me of what I've learnt. Hours are still ticking.

Learning to let go of certain things which are not so important while holding on to other things that are dear is truly hard.
Whether parts of memories come from the past, present or future, it will all be cherished. Things are leaving one by one.

There's a low possibility that one can actually let go of these emotional memories in days or weeks. It is just simply too hard.

Dear friends, if anyone whom you know is gone forever on a fine day, do help by telling their new selves in the future that they
did not have any regrets back then and did whatever they could previously to keep themselves alive.

Thank you.
I'm truly sorry.

Yours Faithfully,
Me.

*Yuka's still babe. Would still cry with her :].. The Celtic females made this portrait pack my favourite. Imagine Advance Wars.
Imagine Advance Wars with tedious controls and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 story and a fraction of the depth.
You are now imagining Future Wars.

Not even once.
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Great game, great controls and great selection of characters ..but stoy mode sucks.. Game is really boring, cheap, bad graphics,
bad gameplay etc. If you want a dinosaur game this isnt worth it. I want my 5 dollars back.. If you like a tutorial...buy something
else...if you want to be challenged about the entire concept of "What do I do here?" then this is for you.

At first it felt kind of "limbo-ish", because after you press start nothing happens...you'll have to jab at your controller to get into
the game proper. Even then, there's no preamble, no "this is why you are here". So you just have to touch stuff and see what
happens...

...and things do happen....wonderfully animated things.

...you don't have to walk to far to find a "questgiver" of sorts. In fact, hje's a bit of an "anti-questgiver"...he basically says don't
try and figure out why you're here..go do some more stuff, see what happens.

Explore. Interact. Fail. Try something different. Think you're stuck when you're not. Realise that sheep are more powerful than
they appear (doubly so when wet).

Great game. 10\/10\/. It looks good but there's no online play and the combat is a bit clunky. Don't buy unless you have local co-
op players.. This game was built on a great idea but the UI is quite bad, it's extremely hard to get to play the game, the graphics
dont mean much since they are more for information than visual effects. The game is obviously not playable I'm sorry, they
need to make a better game with the exact same idea.. Even not complete this game will make you sweat. Good for all those
jocks in high school who are older now and cant find anyone able to take a beat down.
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